
The Most Important Putting Drill In The World:
A Comprehensive Guide to Mastering the
Green

In the realm of golf, putting stands as a crucial skill that can make or break
your game. Mastering the delicate art of rolling the ball smoothly and
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accurately into the cup requires dedication and constant practice. Among
the countless drills available, one reigns supreme as the most essential
exercise for improving your putting prowess: the line drill. This
comprehensive guide will delve into the intricacies of the line drill, shedding
light on its importance, benefits, and step-by-step execution. Whether
you're a seasoned pro or an aspiring beginner, this drill promises to elevate
your putting game to new heights.

The Most Important Putting Drill in The World: Without
this natural skill at the heart of your short game, you
won't have a short game! (Golfwise Publications)
by John H. Holland
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Why is the Line Drill So Important?

The primary objective of the line drill is to enhance your ability to aim and
align your putts precisely. By practicing this drill regularly, you develop a
keen sense of the target line and learn to create a consistent, repeatable
stroke that sends the ball rolling straight towards the hole. This precision is
paramount in making putts from various distances and angles, giving you a
significant advantage on the green.
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Furthermore, the line drill fosters mental focus and concentration. As you
repeat the drill, you train your mind to stay present and focused on the task
at hand. This laser-sharp focus translates to more confident and decisive
putting strokes on the course, reducing the chances of misalignment or
mishits.

Benefits of the Line Drill

Embracing the line drill as a core part of your practice routine offers
numerous benefits that will transform your putting game:

1. Improved Aiming and Alignment: The drill sharpens your ability to
accurately aim and align your putts, ensuring the ball rolls on the
intended line towards the hole.

2. Consistent Stroke: Repetition is key in developing a smooth and
consistent putting stroke. The line drill helps groove a repeatable
motion, promoting consistency in distance and direction control.

3. Enhanced Mental Focus: The drill demands intense focus and
concentration, which translates to improved mental sharpness and
confidence on the greens.

4. Boosted Putting Confidence: As you witness the positive results of
the line drill, your confidence in your putting abilities soars, leading to
more positive outcomes on the course.

5. Reduced Putting Scores: Ultimately, the goal of the line drill is to
reduce your overall putting strokes. By refining your aiming, alignment,
and stroke consistency, you'll shave strokes off your score and unlock
lower scores.



Step-by-Step Line Drill Instructions

To reap the myriad benefits of the line drill, follow these step-by-step
instructions:

1. Equipment Preparation

You will need the following equipment:

* A putter * A golf ball * A target (e.g., a cup, cone, or a small object) *
Alignment aids (e.g., a string line, a putting gate, or a laser pointer)

2. Setup and Alignment

* Place the target at various distances and angles on the putting green. Aim
to practice from varying distances, such as 3 feet, 6 feet, 10 feet, and so
on. * Position your alignment aid parallel to the target line. * Stand behind
the ball, aligning your feet, hips, and shoulders squarely to the target line. *
Use the alignment aid to ensure your body is correctly aligned and pointing
towards the hole.

3. Putting Motion

* Take a few practice swings without hitting the ball, focusing on
maintaining a smooth and consistent motion. * Address the ball and
address the ball, keeping your head still and your eyes focused on the
target. * Start your putting stroke with a gentle forward press, followed by a
fluid backswing. * As the putter head approaches the ball, accelerate the
clubhead and continue through the impact zone. * Follow through with your
stroke, keeping your head down and your eyes on the ball until it reaches
the target.

4. Repetition and Analysis



* Repeat the drill multiple times from each distance and angle. Aim for 10-
15 repetitions per target location. * After each putt, observe the ball's path
and analyze whether it rolled straight towards the target. * If the ball
deviates from the intended line, adjust your alignment or stroke accordingly.

5. Gradual Progression

* As you become more comfortable with the drill, gradually increase the
distance and complexity of the putts. * Introduce obstacles or slopes to
simulate real-world putting scenarios. * Challenge yourself with longer putts
or putts with significant breaks.

Additional Tips for Success

* Practice Regularly: Consistency is key. Aim to practice the line drill at
least 15-20 minutes each practice session. * Focus on Alignment: Proper
alignment is crucial. Use alignment aids and take your time to ensure
you're lined up correctly before each putt. * Feel the Roll: Pay attention to
how the ball rolls on the green. Analyze the slope, grain, and speed to
adjust your stroke accordingly. * Stay Patient: Results take time. Be
patient and persistent with your practice, and you will reap the rewards on
the course. * Seek Feedback: Ask your coach or fellow golfers for
feedback on your alignment and stroke. Constructive criticism can help you
identify areas for improvement.

The line drill is an indispensable tool for golfers of all levels seeking to
master the art of putting. By incorporating it into your practice routine and
embracing its benefits, you will develop a refined ability to aim, align, and
stroke the ball with precision. As you dedicate yourself to this essential drill,
your putting scores will inevitably decrease, leading to greater success and
enjoyment on the golf course. Remember, the key is consistency, patience,



and a relentless pursuit of improvement. So, grab your putter, find a putting
green, and embark on the journey to becoming a putting maestro with the
line drill as your trusty companion.
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